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ASA'S PRIVATE PILOT VIRTUAL TEST PREP

Brings the classroom to any home TV or computer Bluray player. Watch the Blu-ray disk material to learn the
subjects, then use the included ASA Prepware Software to work through the questions, for a comprehensive aviation ground school. Graduation certificate and
instructor endorsement (sign-off) available from ASA
for no additional cost upon completion of the course.
Package also includes a bonus disk with over 2 hours of interviews, insights, and inspiration from some of the industry’s leaders in aviation
education, including Tom Horne, Barry Schiff, Bob Gardner, Paul Hamilton, Laurel Lippert, Steve Casner, Dorothy Schick, and Bruce Williams.
These experienced aviators and notable subject experts also discuss
their hard-learned lessons throughout the course, providing a very entertaining perspective and rare opportunity to watch and listen to these
consummate aviators share their knowledge, wealth of experience and
invaluable wisdom.
ASA VTP Ground School Widescreen........... P/N 13-06051.....................
ASA VTP Ground school Blu-Ray.................. P/N 13-06052.....................

ASA VIRTUAL TEST PREP SERIES IMAGES

Instructors, flight, and ground schools can add professionalism, organization, and clarity to the classroom
with these PowerPoint® slideshows and animated
graphics. The slides are categorized and labeled to
make them easy to identify for the course and lesson
instructors want to use. The graphics can be viewed
as a slideshow presentation, or instructors can use individual slides in their own presentation. Over 3,500 slides are included
from the Private (with brand-new slides included from the new Widescreen/Blu-ray editions of the Private DVDs), Instrument, Commercial,
CFI, and Flight Instructor Refresher Clinic Virtual Test Prep courses, covering all these subjects: * Aerodynamics * Systems * Flight instruments *
Regulations * Procedures and airport operations * Weather and weather
services * Aircraft performance * Enroute and airspace * Navigation *
Communication * Arrival and approach * Instruction fundamentals
*
Maneuvers * Physiology
P/N 13-06413................................

ASA INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES TUTORIAL

Visualization simulator and instrument procedures tutorial
(software plus manual). Gain a mind’s-eye perspective by
viewing cockpit instrumentation, approach plate, and overhead map simultaneously! 1. to form a mental image of 2.
to make perceptible to the mind or imagination 3. the act of
creating a mental image that is similar to a visual perception. A complete how-to system on instrument flight, navigation, procedures, emergencies, and more, featuring a comprehensive
4-hour software tutorial and a full-color manual. It’s the perfect complement to any instrument training curriculum or refresher for instrumentrated pilots. Students, instructors, virtual aviators, and even experienced
pilots.
P/N 11-06625................................

ASA CHECKLIST FOR SUCCESS CD VIRTUAL INTERVIEW PREPARATION

Interactive training program provides examples of common
interviewing mistakes along with the correct presentation
scenarios; guides you through self-evaluation, offers extensive explanation on handling problem areas; provides
examples of interview attire and paperwork presentation.
Macintosh and Windows compatible. (Please note: This is
a training companion to Checklist for Success. This is not Checklist for
Success in CD-ROM form.)
P/N 13-05842................................

ASA FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR REFRESHER CLINIC DVD

An FAA-approved flight instructor renewal program, featuring DVD lectures and internet evaluation for an engaging, comprehensive and innovative learning experience. This course
includes these important features: * Experienced instructors provide engaging lectures that coach participants in scenario-based instruction with
real-world examples. * 3D graphics, animations and inflight footage ensure participants understand the information and can teach it effectively.
* Convenient at-distance course brings the classroom to the home or
office and lets instructors renew their certificate at their own pace, and in
the comfort and privacy of their own place. * DVD instantaneous control
lets participants pause, back up, or navigate directly to a specific discussion within a lesson.
P/N 13-05831................................

ASA HELICOPTER FUNDAMENTALS–DVD

The Virtual Test Prep DVD Series provides a comprehensive aviation ground school to prepare pilots for the FAA
Knowledge Exam and help them become better, safer pilots.
Makes explanations come to life with in-flight demonstrations and the latest 3D animated graphics. Supplements
the airplane Virtual Test Prep ground school courses. Complete both the airplane and helicopter courses to prepare for private pilot,
instrument rating, commercial pilot, or flight instructor (CFI) FAA Knowledge Exams. Used together, the courses provide everything needed to
ace the Helicopter FAA Knowledge Exam.
P/N 13-05828....................
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TRAIN LIKE YOU FLY: A FLIGHT
INSTRUCTORS GUIDE TO SCENARIO
- BASED TRAINING

Trains pilots based on scenarios instead of tasks. The book
covers a broad range of topics in its 200-plus pages. These
include an introduction and definition of scenario-based training, how to
redesign a syllabus to include this method of instructing, how debriefing
and evaluation differ with SBT, using weather in SBT, and a step-by-step
guide to how SBT can be incorporated into training. There are chapters
on instrument training, advanced training, and CFI training using scenarios. Throughout the book are useful tools, such as risk assessment
checklists, debriefing forms, and syllabus suggestion is. McMahon also
recognizes the abundance of advanced technology in today's training
fleet Aden suggests ideas on how to incorporate those tools into training.
Autopilots, for example, are presented as an aid, and not just a piece of
dead weight through private training. P/N 13-06237............................. .

ASA FLASHCARDS

Flashcard Study Guides help to develop and maintain a
solid core-knowledge of the rules and regulations that are
a part of a pilot's daily life. Designed to be easy to pack
and carry, flashcards provide pertinent regulatory questions with detailed
answers and references for further study.
FLASHCARDSFOR FAR - A Useful Study Aid. Keep your cockpit skills
sharp and prepare for that important test, checkride or interview! Updated to include the latest rules and operating procedures as well as
Sport Pilot and Light-Sport Aircraft questions. The FAR Flashcards set
provides 112 practice questions from FAR Parts 1, 61, and 91.
P/N 13-05850............................. .
FLASHCARDS FOR AIM - A Useful Study Aid. Keep your cockpit skills
sharp and prepare for that important test, checkride or interview! The
AIM Flashcards set contains 92 practice questions from the Aeronautical
Information Manual (AIM).
P/N 13-05851............................. .
FLASHCARDS FOR ATP - Prepare for exams, checkrides, and interviews! Questions for Parts 119, 121, and 135 operations. Updated to
include the latest rules and operating procedures for airline operations.
The Flashcards for ATP set provides 80 practice questions from 14 CFR
Parts 119, 121, and 135.
P/N 13-05852............................. .

ASA HELICOPTER ORAL EXAM GUIDE

A supplement for helicopter pilots; requires corresponding
Oral Exam Guide for proper study. This book prepares pilots
for the oral portion of their Helicopter Checkride for Private,
Instrument, Commercial, Flight Instructor, and ATP. Helicopter pilots can now use this guide and the corresponding OEG
book to get the rotary-wing knowledge specific to their training
needs. Softcover, 184 pages. Prepares applicants for their
oral exams with FAA examiners. Using a question-and-answer format,
each guide lists the questions most likely to be asked by examiners and
provides succinct, ready responses.
P/N 13-05853.....................

ASA VISUALIZED FLIGHT MANEUVERS HANDBOOKS LOW WING

Traditionally known as the “red maneuvers book,” this handbook is one of a series that has been the standard of the
industry for more than 40 years, and complies with current
practical test standards and regulations. This Second Edition
of ASA’s Low-Wing version of the Visualized Flight Maneuvers series is an excellent learning and teaching aid for instructors and
students. It covers all maneuvers for Private, Commercial, and Flight
Instructor Certificates — including the new maneuvers from the 2002
Practical Test Standards: steep spirals, and the 180-degree power-off
approach.
P/N 13-05854.....................

ASA HELICOPTER STUDENT PILOT KIT

Helicopter Student Pilot Kit Includes: * Rotorcraft Flying Handbook * Principles of Helicopter Flight, by Wal Wagtendonk * Principles of Helicopter
Flight Syllabus * Private Pilot Test Prep * FAR/AIM book * Private Rotorcraft Practical Test Standards * Private Oral Exam Guide, by Michael
Hayes * Helicopter Oral Exam Guide, by Ryan Dale * Standard Pilot
Logbook in black * Ultimate Rotating Plotter * Fiberboard E6-B Flight
Computer * ASA Briefcase
P/N 13-06414.....................

SPORT PILOT TEST PREP

In the book you get the information you need so you come
into the checkride prepared: the required training, experience,
and instructor endorsements. The questions most likely to be
asked during the oral portion of the exam, supporting them
with succinct, easy-to-grasp answers. He provides practical
checklists and techniques to use when demonstrating your skills to the
examiner. The DVD compresses a typical four-hour practical test into an
engaging 78-minute presentation. Recommendations you can use during your own checkride. When the book and DVD are used together,
pilots will find these products indispensable for mastering the Sport Pilot
Checkride.
Check Ride book.................................P/N 13-05024................................
Checkride Combo................................P/N 13-05857................................

